TIGP-MCB Program
RNA BIOLOGY
Course code: 3024370
Organizers: Drs. Soo-Chen Cheng & Tien-Hsien Chang
Time: Monday 10:10-12:00 am
Place: 1st floor, Auditorium, Institute of Molecular Biology

1. 1/25  Brief Introduction      Soo-Chen Cheng
    2/1  Break
    2/8  Break

2. 2/15  Chinese New Year Holiday      No class

3. 2/22  Introduction—The RNA World     Soo-Chen Cheng

4. 3/1  RNA splicing                  Soo-Chen Cheng

5. 3/8  RNA Transport and localization    Woan-Yuh Tarn

6. 3/15 Noncoding RNA                  Soo-Chen Cheng

7. 3/22 RNA Decay and RNA surveillance    Sue Lin-Chao

8. 3/29 Micro RNA                      Shu-Hsing Wu

9. 4/5  Sweeping Tomb Day

10. 4/12 RNA and Disease               Guey-Shin Wang

11. 4/19 Coupling of pathways          Tien-Hsien Chang

12. 4/26 Literature Discussion I

13. 5/3 Literature Discussion II

14. 5/10 Literature Discussion III

15. 5/17 Literature Discussion IV

16. 5/24 Literature Discussion V

17. 5/31 Literature Discussion VI

18. 6/7 Literature Discussion VII

19. 6/14 Final Exam